ILINX Capture
Easy-to-deploy unified data capture from any device.
Data vital to your organization is coming from
everywhere at an accelerating pace. You’re
charged with getting it reliably and quickly
into the processes that need it. The last thing
you want is a complicated mix of hard-todeploy-and-manage capture solutions. With
ILINX Capture, configure once and deploy
anywhere in a matter of minutes.
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No more content capture
silos

Digital transformation
made easy

Flexible, simple no-code
workflows

Forget about having to deploy and
manage multiple systems with their
own configurations. ILINX Capture
unifies data capture across your
enterprise, enabling you to configure
once and capture data from mobile,
desktop, MFPs, email, and more.

Electronic documents, such as PDFs,
are easy to create but don’t enable
data extraction. ILINX Capture makes
the transition to automated data
onboarding easy by unifying configurations and workflows for traditional
capture and user-friendly eforms.

Unlike traditional approaches that tie
workflows to individual capture channels, ILINX Capture workflows are
simple to design and operate across
users, locations, and content types.
This lets you reduce the risk of errors
and monitor activities easily.

Technical Highlights

Remote Staff Onboarding

1. Desktop and workgroup scanners,
mobile, MFPs, email, Fax, FTP, and
Web

Enable collection and coordination of
data and documents for new hires.

2. Unified workflow with drag-drop
configuration
3. Process monitoring and real-time
visualizations
4. No code REST APIs enable deep
integrations
5. Integrate with ILINX eForms and
replicate paper forms

Government Permitting
and Licensing

Process innovation
made easy.

Reliably initiate processes 24x7, collecting required information regardless of format, devices, or location.

ImageSource makes process
innovation easy through advanced
solutions built on ILINX, the
world’s most flexible processimprovement platform, delivered
by a team of experts committed
to customer-partner success.

Document Conversion
Transform documents from paper and
electronic formats to organized, usable data that streamlines workflow.

info@imagesourceinc.com
360-943-9273

